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Abstract:
A structure is talked about for engrossing occurrence radiation,
either electromagnetic (EM) or sound. Such a surface structure is
required, for instance, in a profoundly delicate high-recurrencegravitational wave or HFGW identifier, for example, the Li-Baker. The multi-layer safeguard, whichis talked about, is built with
metamaterial [MM] layer or layers on top. This MM is arranged
for a particular EM or sound radiation recurrence band, which
ingests episode EM or on the other hand sound radiation without reflection. Underneath these top MM layers is a substrate of
traditional EM-radiation engrossing or acoustical retaining intelligent material, for example, a variety of pyramidal froth safeguards.
Occurrence radiation is somewhat consumed by the MM layer or
layers, and afterward it is more consumed by the lower engrossing
and reflecting substrate. The remaining reflected radiation is considerably additionally consumed by the MM layers on its ìway outî
so basically the entirety of the occurrence radiation is assimilated
ñ an almost impeccable dark body safeguard. In a HFGW finder
a substrate, for example, froth safeguards, may outgas into a high
vacuum and lessen the ability of the vacuum-delivering hardware,
notwithstanding, the layers over this most reduced substrate will
seal the engrossing and reflecting substrate from any outside vacuum. The layers additionally serve to seal the engrossing material
against air or water stream past the surfaces of airplane, watercraft
or submarines. Different applications for such a numerous level
radiation safeguard incorporate secrecy airplane, rockets and submarines. The purpose of this paper is to present and discuss a novel
concept in the absorption of radiation, both electromagnetic and
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sound, by using a composite absorbing surface structure. There
exist a number of applications for a highly efficient absorber of
electromagnetic orsound radiation especially in the microwave or
ultrasonic fre- quency bands. The advent of metamaterials [MMs]
has prompted the consideration or objective for creating per- fectly ìblackî or totally absorbent material or structure. Such an objective, although not totally achievable, can be closely approximated.
Electromagnetic metamaterials are artificially structured materials
that are designed to inter- act with and control electromagnetic
waves. Acoustic or sound metamaterials are artificially structured
materials that are designed to interact with and control sound
waves. One especially significant application of electromagneticmicrowave-absorbing technology isfor the Li-Baker high- frequency gravitational wave (HFGW) detector In this detector a small
number of microwave photons in the presence of an intense beam
of microwave photons need to be detected. Such a beam may also
produce scattered or diffracted photons that must be efficiently
absorbed. A structure or method of absorption is discussed in
Baker, and Woods, et al. This absorption method also relates to
the construction of an anechoic chamber having highly absorbent
walls. Thus only a negligibly small number of microwave photons
or sound waves are re- flected from the chamberís walls. The upper layers also prevent evaporation, sublimation or out gassing of
any warm (possibly due to radiation absorption heating) material
in a substrate adjacent to the chamber walls. Other applications
involve stealth aircraft, missiles and subma- rine craft and various
acoustical systems.

